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The Race to Innovate
Successful businesses are adopting new technologies and methodologies at an unparalleled pace,
enabling them to consistently create innovative, high performance applications that their clients love
to use. To win the race for innovation you need IT systems that give your customers what they want;
allow you to experiment and innovate cost-effectively; and enable you to deliver value faster than your
competition. Sogeti’s partnership with HPE gives our customers a head start in this race by enabling
us to produce solutions that:
•

Create Brilliant Apps

•

Unlock New Revenue Streams

•

Transform Customer Engagement

•

Deliver Data-Driven Decisions

•

Enforce World-Class Cybersecurity

A World-Class Partnership
HPE has been helping organisations of all sizes to modernise and transform traditional IT into cuttingedge systems for 75 years. Our award-winning, 25-year partnership combines HPE’s market leading
software with Sogeti’s deep sector, technology and consulting expertise. The results are highly effective
digital, cloud, security and test solutions that maximise our clients’ efficiency and responsiveness,
giving them the agility to accelerate change.

Sogeti’s HPE Solutions
Digital Services
Sogeti’s digital innovation centre, Sogeti Studio, provides the vision, capability, tools and frameworks
you need to quickly develop new ideas and minimise risk as you seek out new ways to innovate. It can
help you to accelerate product development and continuous integration, allowing you to quickly adapt
products to changing market needs.
The Studio’s dedicated HPE environment enables us to deliver highly secure, world-class applications.
It also offers access to expertise that will support your journey to intelligence-driven QA, so that you
can tap into predictive analytics that will make test cycles far more efficient.
Cloud Services
Sogeti’s range of cloud-based development and test services, delivered through our unique OneShare
portal based on Azure help you to fire up environments on-demand and give you access to pay-asyou-use market leading tools, speeding up environment management and driving down the associated
costs.
Cyber Security Services
Using HPE’s Fortify on Demand, Sogeti provides comprehensive application security testing to reduce
the risks of digital transformation. It embraces different levels of risk, from simple marketing sites, to
internal and external business applications. Your application security initiative can be launched in just
1 day and results turned around in less than 1 week, on any application, anywhere in the world with no
hardware or software investment required.

Tool Selection and Specialised Test Services
Sogeti can help you to select and upgrade to the right HPE tools and technology quickly and costeffectively with our Software as a Service offerings and preferential rates. Our consultants can
instantly add value to both short-term initiatives and enterprise-wide programs, such as defining your
test process improvement strategy, testing the launch of your new mobile application or website, and
the integration of new services or upgrades to your estate.
Technology Solutions that
Deliver Business Value

Choosing Sogeti
Sogeti has consistently been recognised by HPE as a strategic partner based on our expertise and
proven results in delivering HPE solutions. Our close collaboration provides our clients with early insights
on new software releases and advantageous pricing on tools, services and solutions. Our clients also
have access to HPE’s technical resources, IP and an impressive global pool of certified consultants.
With over 13,500 career-focused test professionals, 1000 global software engineers and DevOps
expertise at the heart of our consulting and service offerings, Sogeti can ensure you get the most from
HPE’s ALM Octane, which supports high-velocity Lean, Agile teams in DevOps environments, and helps
you to accelerate development, improve quality and mitigate risk.
We also have over 40 years of BI expertise and an extensive track record of designing, planning, and
implementing all phases of BI initiatives, so we are ready to support your journey to intelligence-driven
QA. Our Test Environment and Test Data Management services mean we can get you data-ready for a
future of unprecedented innovation.
Sogeti continuously invests and develops its reputation as an IT and business transformational thought
leader. We fund business-focused research and development through our worldwide Innovation
Centres and Global Centres of Excellence. One example is our annual World Quality Report which
is the result of a close collaboration with HPE and our combined customer base. It delivers the most
comprehensive review of the key trends driving QA and Testing, giving you the insights you need to
address the challenges that are most critical to your business success1.
1. 2016-17 World Quality Report: www.uk.sogeti.com/2016-17-WQR
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